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a b s t r a c t
Breather propagation in a damped oscillatory chain with Hertzian nearest-neighbour
coupling is investigated. The breather propagation exhibits an unusual two-stage pattern.
The first stage is characterized by power-law decay of the breather amplitude. This
stage extends over finite number of the chain sites. Drastic drop of the breather
amplitude towards the end of this finite fragment is referred to as breather arrest. At the
second stage, the breather exhibits very small amplitudes with hyper-exponential decay.
Numeric results are rationalized by considering a simplified model of two damped linear
oscillators coupled by Hertzian contact forces. Initial excitation of one of these oscillators
results in a finite number of beating cycles in the system. This simplified model reliably
predicts main features of the breather arrest. More general coupling potentials and effect
of pre-compression on the breather propagation are also discussed.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Spatially localized excitations propagating in nonlinear lattices, such as solitary waves and breathers, have attracted a
ot of interest in recent years, from purely theoretical viewpoint, as well as in view of versatile applications including
lectro-mechanical devices, e.g. shock and energy absorbers [1–4], actuators and sensors [5,6], acoustic lenses and
iodes [7,8].
Strictly speaking, the breathers are most commonly defined as spatially localized time-periodic oscillations arising in
onlinear lattices due to the simultaneous presence of spatial discreteness, nonlinearity and local potentials [9–19]. In this
aper, however, we follow some previous studies and somewhat freely use the term ‘‘breather’’ for substantially localized
scillatory wave package travelling through the nonlinear chain. This term usage is more or less traditional [20,21]. Several
nalytical and numerical studies address the travelling breathers in different types of nonlinear lattices, e.g. Klein–Gordon
attices [22–24], Fermi–Pasta–Ulam lattices [25–27] and granular lattices [28–30].
Primarily, the breathers are considered in conservative lattices. However, in practical applications, the dissipation
annot be neglected and therefore external/internal excitations should counter-balance the energy dissipation to preserve
he breather solution [9,10]. Most non-conservative, multi-degree-of-freedom (multi-DOF) nonlinear systems possessing
he discrete breathers usually can be analysed only by means of numerical computations or approximate analytical
ethods [9,16]. Conversely, there are very few damped-forced dissipative models of vibro-impact lattices where some
xact analytical solutions for the discrete breathers were derived [14,17–19].
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the granular chain with on-site elastic stiffness and damping (no pre-compression).
The presence of damping without external excitations inevitably leads to the energy dissipation and therefore decay of
he breather. In the case of linear viscous damping, one intuitively expects that this amplitude decay will be exponential.
owever, recently it was demonstrated [31] that if the coupling between the nearest neighbours is essentially nonlinear
i.e. non-linearizable), then, due to peculiar interaction between these two factors (essential nonlinearity and damping)
ne observes an interesting phenomenon of breather arrest (BA). Based on the findings presented below, the BA can be
efined as abrupt crossover from power-law to hyper-exponential decay of the maximum breather amplitude, leading
o a negligibly small amplitude after penetration of the breather to finite depth in the lattice [31]. This result has been
btained for somewhat exotic (albeit physically realizable) case of purely cubic coupling.
Main goal of current study is the generalization of these results, and, in particular, the exploration of the BA
henomenon in a chain with Hertzian contact coupling and linear damped elastic foundation. Hertzian contact forces
ttract a lot of attention, since they are ubiquitous and easily realizable in experiments, and in the same time exhibit
plethora of important nonlinear phenomena, including the breather propagation [1–5,28–30,32–34]. In particular, it
as demonstrated that the breathers in nonlinear lattices with Hertzian contact between the oscillators in the absence
f pre-compression reveal themselves due to existence of parabolic on-site potentials [35]. These theoretical models are
irectly related to recent experiments on the pulse propagation in Hertzian chains mounted on elastic flexures [36] or
mbedded into a viscoelastic medium [37,38].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the BA phenomenon in a chain of linear damped oscillators with
ertzian contact coupling is demonstrated and explored numerically; main scaling relationships are revealed. In Section 3,
he BA phenomenon is related to the dynamics of beatings in a pair of linear damped oscillators with Hertzian coupling.
his last system is simple enough to allow direct analytic exploration and offers quantitative explanations to the observed
egularities of the breather propagation. Section 3 is followed by Conclusions.
. Description of the model and numeric results
Let us consider a chain of N identical oscillators with mass m grounded by means of linear springs and viscous
ampers with elastic stiffness and damping coefficient k and d, respectively; zn(t) is the displacement of the nth oscillator.
djacent oscillators in dynamics equilibrium are in contact with possible initial overlap r ≥ 0 (pre-compression). If the
re-compression is not zero, it is assumed that constant forces are applied to the terminal particles to maintain the
omogeneous state of equilibrium. The contact interaction between them is assumed to be Hertzian, which is described
y the following force function:
Fn,n+1 =
{
C · q3/2n,n+1, qn,n+1 > 0
0, qn,n+1 ≤ 0,
qn,n+1 = r + zn (t) − zn+1 (t) (1)
he system is excited by instantaneous impact to the leftmost oscillator, after which it obtains initial velocity V, as shown
n Fig. 1.
The system is non-dimensionalized in the following way:











where (τ , un, δ) represent the non-dimensional time, displacement of the nth oscillator and initial pre-compression,
espectively, ωn is the natural frequency of the oscillators, α denotes the displacement scale and λ is the non-dimensional
amping coefficient.2












Fig. 2. Propagation of the undamped breather in the chain of oscillators with Hertzian contacts. Initial amplitude A = 0.03, the displacement
difference between the particles is plotted for n = 50 (1, black), n = 60 (2, blue), n = 70 (3, red) and n = 80 (4, purple). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Equations of motion of the system in non-dimensional form are written as follows:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ü1 + u1 + λu̇1 + f (δ + u1 − u2) = f (δ)
ün + un + λu̇n + f (δ + un − un+1) − f (δ + un−1 − un) = 0, 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
üN + uN + λu̇N − f (δ + uN−1 − uN) = −f (δ)
f (x) =
{
x3/2, x > 0
0, x ≤ 0
(3)
here the dot symbol denotes differentiation with respect to τ .
Non-dimensional initial conditions for system (3) are written as:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
un(0) = 0, 1 ≤ n ≤ N
u̇n(0) = 0, 2 ≤ n ≤ N
u̇1 (0) = A
(4)
ith A = V /(αωn).
The presence of on-site elastic potentials within the oscillatory chain of Fig. 1, together with the Hertzian interactions
etween the nearest neighbour oscillators, implies the existence of breathers [35]. At the first stage, we simulate the
ynamics of system (3) under initial conditions (4) with the help of Wolfram Mathematica 9 [39] using the Runge–Kutta
terative method.
First, let us assume zero pre-compression and zero damping (δ = 0, λ = 0). For relatively low initial excitation, one
btains the propagation of an undamped breather, as presented in Fig. 2.
The initial excitation level is rather low, compared to the simulations with nonzero damping presented below.
ne observes that the breather travels through the lattice without substantial decay. Similar results for the breather
ropagation in conservative chain were reported in recent paper [40] for the case of linear oscillators with cubic coupling.
Fig. 3 presents a typical response for the chain element if the damping is present. The amplitude of displacement is
ery close to zero in the initial time region, then it attains maximum value Amax and finally decreases. Note that in this
ase the breather propagation is strongly hindered — even at cite n = 6 the maximum breather amplitude is by order of
agnitude lower than the initial excitation value.
Fig. 4 describes the decay of maximum amplitude Amax of the travelling breather while propagating along the chain.
One clearly observes the sharp transition from steady decay to almost zero amplitude at certain penetration depth. This
simulation illustrates the phenomenon of the breather arrest.
As for any crossover effect, it is hardly possible to define exactly the precise value of the arrest site. For the purposes
of initial estimation and illustration, and somewhat arbitrary, we identify the BA when the maximum amplitude Amax
assumes a value lower than the breather arrest threshold, which is chosen as Aarrest = A/1000. In Section 3 we argue that
the breathers are initialized only for not too large values of the initial excitation, namely A should not exceed unity; this
conclusion nicely conforms to the numeric results. With this restriction in mind, additional simulations demonstrate that
the results are barely modified if the threshold is changed by order of magnitude in either direction. In what follows, we
discuss a more refined procedure for the numeric identification of the BA, based on an asymptotic approximation for the
decay of the breather amplitude. In the case reported in Fig. 3, the BA is obtained at the penetration depth narrest = 9
where A ≈ 5×10−4.max
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Fig. 3. Time series for the oscillator n = 6. A = 0.5, λ = 0.1, N = 20. Maximum amplitude Amax = 0.02428.
Fig. 4. Breather maximum amplitude Amax vs. corresponding nth oscillator. A = 0.5, λ = 0.1. BA threshold Aarrest = 5×10−4 . BA depth narrest = 9.
Fig. 5. Breather maximum amplitude Amax vs. n in semi-logarithmic coordinates. A = 0.5, λ = 0.1. BA threshold Aarrest = 5×10−4 . BA depth narrest
= 9.
In order to elucidate the asymptotic nature of the BA phenomenon, data from Fig. 3 are re-plotted in semi-logarithmic
scale (ln Amax vs. n) in Fig. 5 , and in double-logarithmic scale for modified coordinates (ln Amax(n) vs. ln (narrest – n) for n
narrest) in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 5, one clearly observes a very rapid, hyper-exponential decay of the breather amplitude for n > narrest. Therefore,
ne can conclude that the breather propagation along the chain is clearly divided into two stages with a qualitatively
ifferent asymptotic behaviour — from the power-law to the hyper-exponential decay. However, in Fig. 5 no apparent4

















Fig. 6. Breather maximum amplitude Amax(n) vs. (narrest − n) in logarithmic coordinates. A = 0.5, λ = 0.1. BA threshold Aarrest = 5×10−4 . BA depth
arrest = 9.
Fig. 7. The second difference (6) of the breather maximum amplitudes. A = 0.7, λ = 0.03. BA threshold Aarrest = 7×10−4 . BA depth narrest = 25.
itting is noted. As for the fragment n < narrest, according to Fig. 6, one can adopt a linear fitting between ln Amax(n) and
n (narrest – n), with the approximate slope m = 2.08.
Thus, one can conjecture that the decay of the breather maximum amplitude at the initial stage of its propagation
long the oscillation chain (i.e. before the BA) obeys the power law:
Amax (n) ∼ (narrest − n)m (5)
t is natural to ‘‘suspect’’ that the true value for the exponent in Eq. (5) is m = 2. To corroborate this assumption,
e simulate the breather propagation in longer chains and plot the ‘‘second difference’’ (SD) of the breather maximum
mplitudes Amax vs. nth oscillator of the chain, which is defined as:
SD (n) = Amax (n − 1) − 2Amax (n) + Amax (n + 1) (6)
or the exact value m = 2, the second difference value SD(n) should be independent on particle index n for 2 ≤ n < narrest
1. In order to check this claim, we compute the second difference from numeric simulation data; typical results of this
imulation are presented in Fig. 7.
The second difference oscillates around the constant value, before a steep decrease. These results are well in line with
ower law (5) for m = 2; the breather arrest is associated with the start of the decrease, signified by the exit of the
unction SD(n) from the ‘‘corridor’’ of small oscillations.
This corridor can be easily evaluated numerically, and thus the simulation of the second difference delivers a more
eliable approach for the evaluation of the BA site than just imposing the amplitude threshold. In the same time, it requires
onger chains for simulation to achieve a stable asymptotic regime before BA. For the particular example of Fig. 6 we obtain
arrest = 25; this value completely conforms to the one dictated by the imposed BA threshold Aarrest = 7×10−4.
Estimation (5) cannot hold for n > narrest. From the other side, the particles in the chain are physically connected even
n the absence of pre-compression, and the excitation will pass along the whole chain.5












Fig. 8. Breather maximum amplitude Amax in the system with initial pre-compression δ = 5×10−5 in semi-logarithmic scale, A = 0.5, λ = 0.1,
arrest = 5×10−4 and narrest = 9.
Fig. 9. narrest vs. initial velocity A in the logarithmic coordinates for different damping coefficients λ. Initial velocity range 0.008 ≤ A ≤ 0.010.
In any realistic experimental setting, the system of granular particles presents certain non-zero pre-compression, and
t should be clarified whether the BA phenomenon remains relevant in this case. System (3) thus contains the nonzero
onstant forces applied to the terminal particles.
In Fig. 8, we present the plot of logarithm of the maximum amplitude Amax of the travelling breather vs. the oscillator
umber n, with imposed initial pre-compression δ = 5×10−5. One can observe that, if the initial pre-compression δ is
mall enough with respect to the initial velocity A (δ = A/104 in the present numeric simulations), then two distinct stages
of the breather propagation reveal themselves also in this case.
Thus, we can conclude that the switch of the propagation regime typical for the BA phenomenon is obtained also in the
case of non-zero pre-compression. However, for the low breather amplitudes, the breather amplitude decay is exponential,
as one can expect from quasi-linear system.
Now we return to the case without pre-compression, and present more detailed numeric simulations of the BA
phenomenon in the space of parameters. In Fig. 9, we present the dependency of the BA depth narrest on the initial velocity
ithin the range 0.008 ≤ A ≤ 0.010 for a set of values of damping coefficient λ. One notes that the dependencies are
eliably fitted by the straight lines, with the angular coefficients varying within the range 0.407 ≤ k ≤ 0.466.
In Fig. 10, we present the dependence of the BA depth narrest on the damping coefficient in the range 0.0005 ≤ λ ≤
.0040 for different values of initial velocity A. Again, linear fits work nicely, with the angular coefficients in the range —
.931 ≤ l ≤ −0.886.
It is then natural to assume that narrest scales with A and λ according to the approximate formula:
narrest ∼ Ak · λl (7)
o conclude this Section, most important numeric findings are power law (5) for decay of the breather amplitude for n
n and power law (7) for the dependence of the penetration depth on the initial amplitude of excitation and onarrest
6

















Fig. 10. narrest vs. damping coefficient λ in logarithmic coordinates for different initial velocities A. Damping coefficient range 0.0005 ≤ λ ≤ 0.0040.
Fig. 11. Instantaneous energy En(τ ) for A = 0.001, λ = 0.003. Arbitrary units for energy and time, with 1 ≤ n ≤ 8.
he damping coefficient. To rationalize these findings, we analyse the simplified model of the breather propagation in the
ext Section.
. Simplified model of the breather propagation
In this Section, we suggest a simplified model that mimics the breather propagation in the chain with strongly nonlinear
oupling. The simplification is based on strong localization of the breather in the chain. The localization is common
or excitations in granular systems. It is well-known that the solitary wave in a granular chain without the damping,
n-site stiffness and pre-compression is localized on 4–5 particles [3,41]. Propagation of pulses in granular chains and
attices with on-site potentials was successfully studied in [42–44] with the help of discrete maps involving only three
earest neighbours. One can observe similar localization in the system we consider. To illustrate this fact, time series
or instantaneous energies of the neighbouring particles are presented in Fig. 11. The instantaneous energy En(τ ) of the
th oscillator is defined as a sum of oscillator kinetic energy, energy stores in the on-site spring, and half or the sum of
nergies of interaction with the neighbours.
One can observe that when the energy is transferred from particle n to particle n + 1, the particle n + 2 is almost not
xcited yet, and the particle n − 1 is already almost completely damped. Therefore, it is possible to assume, in a crude
pproximation, that the breather propagation can be understood as a sequence of energy transfers between pairs of the
eighbouring particles, whereas the effect of other particles on each such transfer can be neglected. Thus, to describe
he breather propagation before the arrest, one can consider a back-and forth energy transfer in a simplified model that
onsists only of two oscillators. These oscillators are identical to the oscillators in the initial model (Fig. 12).7




Fig. 12. Schematic configuration of the simplified 2-DOF model (no pre-compression).
One of the particles is excited with initial velocity V, and then the beatings between the oscillators occur. Each beating
event is thus associated with the propagation of the breather by one particle. We are going to demonstrate that the
number of such beatings will be finite, due to the strong nonlinearity of the coupling.
The case without the pre-compression is considered. The equations of motion for the 2-DOF simplified model are
written as:{
ü1(τ ) + u1(τ ) + λu̇1(τ ) + f (u1(τ ) − u2(τ )) = 0
ü2(τ ) + u2(τ ) + λu̇2(τ ) − f (u1(τ ) − u2(τ )) = 0
(8)





w = u1 − u2
(9)
where R is the centre of masses and w is the internal displacement of the system.
In modal coordinates, the equations of motion and initial conditions are written in the following form:{
R̈ + R + λṘ = 0
ẅ + w + λẇ + 2f (w) = 0
(10)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R (0) = 0
w (0) = 0
Ṙ (0) = A/2
ẇ (0) = A
(11)
In what follows, we assume that the damping is relatively small, in order to ensure substantial breather propagation, or
number of beatings. Exact meaning of this smallness is discussed below. Then, in the basic approximation up to order










· sin τ (12)
n order to get the approximate solution for the internal displacement w of the system, we first perform the transformation





+ 2F (w) , p = ẇ, F ′ (w) =
dF (w)
= f (w), F (0) = 0 (13)
2 2 dw
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2E (I) − w2 − 4F (w)dw
(14)
here E is the energy of the undamped motion and wmax,min are the maximal and minimal values of the displacement,
respectively.
This canonical action–angle transformation (p, w) → (I, θ ) brings the second equation of the set (10), which is related
o the internal displacement w of the system, to the following general form:
İ = −λ · p(I, θ ) ·
∂w(I, θ )
∂θ




















, J = ⟨I⟩θ (16)
ere J is the value of the action averaged with respect to the fast oscillations. The term p(∂w/∂ I) in the second equation
f system (15) vanishes in the averaging, due to the invariance of the Hamiltonian (13) with respect to p → −p
ransformation. This invariance stems from the fact that is always possible to choose the transformations to ensure the
ollowing conditions to be fulfilled:






, p(I, θ ) = −p(I, −θ ) (17)
Eqs. (16) are easily solvable and they yield:
J = J0 · exp(−λτ ), ⟨θ⟩ = θ0 +
∫ τ
0




ere J0 is the initial value of the averaged action. Despite the strongly nonlinear coupling, the modal equations (10) for
(τ ) contains the linear stiffness. Moreover, when discussing the breather arrest, we deal with the regime of relatively
ow-amplitude of beatings in system (10), where frequencies of R(τ ) and w(τ ) are close. It means, in turn, that also the
nternal displacement can be treated in the quasilinear approximation. To this end, we use the well-known action–
ngle transformation for linear oscillator [40]. These transformations allow one to find the relationship between the
isplacement and the averaged action:{
w =
√
2I · sin θ
p = ẇ =
√
2I · cos θ




rom expressions (18)–(19), while setting the initial phase θ0 in (18) to 0 due to the initial conditions, one obtains the
ollowing expression for the internal displacement in the simplified 2-DOF model:
w ≈
√


















stimation of the instantaneous frequency Ω(J) requires more refined analysis. In the Appendix it is demonstrated that,
assuming small amplitudes in Eq. (14), one can obtain:











dz + H.O.T. (21)
Here H.O.T. stands for high-order terms. Eq. (21) is general and suitable for any nonlinear coupling, provided that the
integral is not zero. If the integral in Eq. (21) turns out to be zero, these high-order terms should be analysed more




0, w ≤ 0
w3/2, w > 0
⇒ F (w) =
{
0, w ≤ 0
2
5
· w5/2, w > 0
(22)
ubstituting (22) into (21) and performing the integration, one obtains:
E(I) = I +
24
25π


































ere K (k), E(k) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second kind, respectively. Expression for the instanta-
eous frequency is obtained by simple differentiation of expression (23):









































ubstituting (24) into (20) and performing a simple integration, we obtain the following approximate expression for the
ime dependence of the internal displacement w(τ ) as a function of the system parameters:





































inally, recalling expression (9), one obtains explicit expressions for the initial variables of the problem (u1, u2) (derivation
etails are presented in the Appendix):
u1(τ ) = R(τ ) +
w(τ )
2































u2(τ ) = R(τ ) −
w(τ )
2































erivation of Eqs. (26) requires substantial amount of approximations. To check the validity of these approximations, we
ompare the approximate solutions (26) with direct numeric simulations of System (8). Typical results are presented in
ig. 13.
These results point on satisfactory accuracy of analytic approximation (26). One can notice certain discrepancy between
he shapes of the modulation envelopes. Still, the number of beating cycles is predicted accurately.
At this stage, it is possible to discuss the optimal initial conditions for the breather initiation. From Eqs. (24)–(25), it
















n order to obtain well-developed beatings, i.e., well-structured breather, the beating frequency ΩB should be substantially
ower than the natural frequency ωn of the on-site potential, i.e., than unity. Therefore from (27) one can conclude that
he breathers are expected only for moderate values of the excitation amplitude, i.e., for |A| ≤ 1. This conclusion conforms
o the numeric simulation data.
The breather formation also requires a substantial number of beating cycles. This number of beatings nmax is obtained
from the last terms in Eqs. (26) that define the number of oscillatory cycles of the modulation. Then, the value of the
penetration depth at the BA narrest is estimated as follows:







rom which it emerges that the damping coefficient λ should be small enough to allow a substantial depth of the breather
enetration.
Eq. (28) explains the power law numerically stated above in Eq. (7). Theoretical values of the scaling exponents k =
/2 and l = −1 are in good agreement with the numeric findings k = 0.466 and l = − 0.931 reported in the previous
Section (see Figs. 8–9).
To explain the power law (5), we observe that the maxima of the beating cycles are approximately achieved at time
instances when the last terms in (26) achieve zero or extrema values.










y considering the expressions (26) and (29), one obtains the following estimation for the breather maximum amplitude
max as the function of the chain site:































Fig. 13. Comparison between direct numeric simulations of time series for u1(τ ) from Eq. (8) (upper panel) and analytic approximation (27) (lower
panel), A = 0.03, λ = 0.01.
Again, this last expression fits to the numeric findings of the previous Section, see Fig. 5 and Eq. (5); in particular, the
theoretical scaling exponent m = 2 is in good agreement with the numeric value m = 2.08. As one can expect, Eq. (30)
is valid only for finite number of sites and it does not explain the hyper-exponential propagation process represented in
Fig. 4: this process is obviously beyond the validity of the simplified model pursued in this Section.
Finally, let us consider more general power law in Eq. (22):
f (w) =
{
0, w ≤ 0
wd, w > 0,
d > 1 (31)












arlier paper [31] has addressed the case d = 3 (the potential of interaction was symmetric, but this peculiarity has
no effect on scaling estimations like (32)). Numeric exploration indeed confirmed the dependence narrest ∼A2 for the BA
enetration depth, but the breather amplitude decay Amax(n) has not been explored.
To supply an additional illustration for the scaling laws (32), we present in Fig. 13 the dependence of the breather
aximum amplitude Amax on the oscillator site n for the case d = 3 (i.e., cubic coupling between the neighbouring
scillators). Other parameters (initial velocity A and viscous damping λ) are listed in the caption of Fig. 14.
Data from Fig. 14 are re-plotted in semi-logarithmic scale (ln Amax vs. n) in Fig. 15 and in double-logarithmic scale for
odified coordinates (ln Amax(n) vs. ln (narrest – n) for n < narrest) in Fig. 16.
In Fig. 15, one even more clearly observes the two different stages of the breather propagation pattern — power-law
ecay before arrest (BA penetration depth narrest = 13 at the BA threshold Aarrest = 4×10−5) and hyper-exponential decay
fter arrest, which justifies the notion of breather arrest also in the case of cubic coupling between the nearest oscillators.
As for the fragment n < narrest, according to Fig. 15, one can adopt a linear fitting between ln Amax(n) and ln (narrest –
), with the approximate slope m = 0.525, which corroborates the estimation Amax(n) ∼ (nmax – n)1/2 for the pre-arrest
ropagation that follows from prediction (32) for d = 3.
. Conclusions
We demonstrated that the combination of strongly nonlinear (non-linearizable) coupling and damping leads to
ualitatively new patterns of the breather propagation in the lattice — namely, the crossover between two asymptotic
egimes. The first stage, or pattern, is characterized by a relatively slow (power-law) decay of the travelling breather
mplitude. The simplified model of two oscillators allows an insight into this stage and yields reasonable predictions of
he power-law decay and the scaling of the penetration depth with the initial excitation amplitude and damping. Explicit
ormulae like (28) also yield a correct order of magnitude for the penetration depth, although a numeric coincidence is
ess impressive. Perhaps, it is already too much to expect from this over-simplified model.
The second stage of the breather propagation is characterized by extremely small amplitudes that decay hyper-
xponentially with the penetration depth. Such additional penetration is inevitable due to the coupling inside the chain,
11





Fig. 14. Breather maximum amplitude Amax vs. n for cubic coupling between the nearest oscillators, A = 0.04, λ = 5×10−5 . BA threshold
arrest = 4×10−5 . BA depth narrest = 13.
Fig. 15. Breather maximum amplitude Amax vs. n in semi-logarithmic coordinates for the cubic coupling, A = 0.04, λ = 5×10−5 . BA threshold
Aarrest = 4×10−5 . BA depth narrest = 13.
Fig. 16. Breather maximum amplitude Amax(n) vs. (narrest − n) in logarithmic coordinates for the cubic coupling, A = 0.04, λ = 5×10−5 . BA threshold
arrest = 4×10−5 . BA depth narrest = 13.
ut, needless to say, cannot be explained with the simplified 2-DOF model. In any case, the amplitudes in this regime
re by many orders of magnitude smaller than the initial excitation, and therefore this propagation stage hardly can be12






















bserved in any imaginable experiment. The results allow one to conjecture that the BA phenomenon reveals itself due to
eculiar interaction of two generic factors — the damping and the essential coupling nonlinearity. Thus, one can expect
o encounter similar pattern of the breather propagation in much broader class of possible models. One can also hope that
he 2-DOF basic model will help to understand main scaling relationships at the first penetration stage. At the same time,
nalytic approximation (20) can become insufficient, for instance, for symmetric coupling force f (w) = f (−w). In this
ase, more refined analysis will be required. Besides, the numeric simulations demonstrate that the crossover between
wo patterns of the breather propagation reveals itself also in the presence of small pre-compression.
Substantially high excitation amplitudes (A ≫ 1) result in formation of the propagating pulse, rather than the breather.
he considered model is very close to famous Newton cradle, so this result is not surprising. One can expect that the
reather may be formed after substantial damping of the initial pulse energy in the course of propagation. This transition
equires further exploration.
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ppendix
In this Appendix, we present somewhat awkward derivations of formulae from the paper body.
.1. Derivation of estimation (21)
We start from Eq. (14), with bookkeeping small parameter ε included to express the smallness of the term F (w). Precise
hysical conditions for this assumption will be discussed below:




















The values of the maximal and minimal displacements in Eq. (A.1) are given from the following iterative procedure:














Then, by substituting Eq. (A.2) into Eq. (A.1), one obtains:
2π I = 4E




























dz + O(ε3/2) (A.4)
he order O(ε3/2) stems from the shift of the integration limits in the main term of Eq. (A.3).
Finally, once more adopting the iteration procedure, one obtains:
2π I ≈ 4E
∫ 1 √
1 − z2dz − 4ε
∫ 1 F (√2Ez)
√ dz = 2πE − 4ε
∫ 1 F (√2Ez)
√ dz (A.5)
−1 −1 1 − z2 −1 1 − z2
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rom which it is derived:












hen, setting the bookkeeping small parameter ε to unity, one obtains Eq. (21).
From Eq. (A.3), it is clear that the expansion, the iterative process and the bookkeeping small parameter can be used






⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ ≪ 1 (A.7)












Estimation (A.8) demonstrates that the above derivations are justified in the limit of low energies of the external excitation.
A.2. Derivation of expression (26)
To this end, we apply Eqs. (12), (25) and use the well-known trigonometric identity:





















































Expression for u2(τ ) is obtained in a similar way.
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